NETA TYRES DELIVERING
TRACTION TO GRASSROOTS
MOTORSPORT

T

HE MTAQ RACING Team had a
pretty good year in 2019. A fitful
start to the Hyundai Excel Series X3
Queensland championship season would
evolve into a ripsnorter of a finish with the
team scoring its first victory in the last race
meeting of the year and finishing 4th in
the final championship standings. It was a
tremendous ending to a year spent racing
in one of motorsport’s most combative
grassroots categories.
The idea of the X3 Series is that racing be
affordable and competitive, with cars all
fairly equal in specs and performance. It
has proven to be an effective and popular
formula, with more than 40 competitors
taking part in some fast and furious racing
during the 2019 season.
The tyres are one component that is
uniform across all the cars. Competition
specs dictate the use of the Federal 595 RS-R
tyre - a CAMS-approved, semi-slick, ultrahigh-performance tyre that has proven to
be highly effective and long-lasting – a very
useful attribute in a grassroots series.
Federal Tires has a long history in
supporting motorsport with its high-
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Gary Kendrick, General Manager, Neta

“THE X3 SERIES IS A GREAT UP
AND COMING SERIES . . . IT’S
AN INEXPENSIVE, ENTRY-LEVEL
CATEGORY, IT HAS GROWN A LOT
AND IS REALLY GOING PLACES.”

performance tyres and through sponsorship
- while also offering a comprehensive range
of passenger, SUV and commercial tyres. In
Queensland, the company’s products are
distributed by Neta Tyre Service and Sales,
a MTA Queensland member that has been
associated with Federal in the state for
more than 35 years.
Neta, in partnership with Federal, is a
sponsor of the Excel series – every car in
the series carries the famous Federal logo
across its windscreen - and the company is
also a sponsor of the MTAQ Racing Team.
Like Federal, Neta too has a long history
of involvement in motorsport, having
sponsored and supplied tyres to off-road
and drifting competitions, amongst others,
while also providing support to more niche
areas as well – it supplies Maxtrek brand
tyres to well-known stunt driver Matt
Mingay and drifting exhibition driver Danny
Kenneally, and Federal tyres to the Warner
Brothers Movie World Hollywood Driver
Stunt Team, a major tourist attraction on
the Gold Coast.
Supporting the Hyundai X3 competition
under the Federal Tyres banner has
proven to be a smart move for Neta. The
series has exploded in popularity in just
a handful of years, has attracted some
big names – the sons of former Supercar
drivers Steve Johnson and Paul Morris both
compete in the Queensland series – and the
category’s low-cost concept has highlighted
the performance, durability and costeffectiveness of the 595RS-R tyre and the
Federal brand in general.
“The X3 series is a great up and coming
series,” said Gary Kendrick, General
Manager at Neta. “It’s an inexpensive,
entry-level category, it has grown a lot and
is really going places. Those involved in the
category are all great guys and they love the
tyre. It offers great performance and wears
well, and that can mean, for some of those
taking part, those four tyres can last the
whole year. We supply the tyre to the club
at a very competitive price, and the club

then sells them on to the drivers for a small
margin. That money then goes back into
the sport by going towards the trophies, the
running of events and so on.”
Motorsport sponsorship has been a
cornerstone of Neta’s marketing strategy
and has played its part in the expansion
of a family business that has grown from a
single tyre and mechanical business based
in a Brisbane suburb, to a major concern
serving tyre retailers across Queensland
and northern NSW.
The company was founded by Keith and
Nita McKay in 1962 as the Keith McKay Tyre
and Mechanical business, working out of an
Esso service station in Red Hill.
In 1979, the couple bought a tyre
retreading plant and created the
foundations of a family business that
today has a main depot on Brisbane’s
northside at Northgate and distribution
hubs in Rockhampton, the Gold Coast,
Toowoomba, the Sunshine Coast, Lismore,
and Cairns. The strategic location of these
warehouses means Neta has a reach that
covers a vast swathe of Queensland and
northern NSW.
Neta’s major tyre brands are Federal,
Maxtrek, Ovation, Rydanz, and Vitour,
and tyres in every size and category are
available. The company also owns and sells
the Gecko wheel brand through its network.
While Federal is a Taiwanese brand, the
others all come from mainland China – a
source, said Gary, of excellent, competitively
priced products.
“The quality of product that comes from
China and Taiwan is first rate and there
are many brands coming from that region,”
he said. “Not only is the quality there but
the price is competitive and the difference
between the costs of various brands now is
not representative of a difference in quality.
“While Federal was always our biggestselling product, that has evolved over the
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“WE HAVE GREAT FRIENDSHIPS
IN THE INDUSTRY, AND WE
ARE ALL ABOUT SERVICE AND
RELATIONSHIP BUILDING.”
years into a more prestigious and upmarket
tyre and, coming from Taiwan, is dearer.
Today, Maxtrek is our largest product and it
has a very good range at the right price. We
look for good brands at a decent price that
offer great quality.”
This approach has worked well for
Neta, but it is only part of its business
strategy - it's not just about providing
quality products at a good price, it's about
ensuring the company is across the latest
developments and opportunities in the
industry while also delivering great service
and developing long-lasting relationships.
“We are all about service and relationship
building,” said Gary. “That’s our priority. If
you get that service and those relationships
right, you can only improve from there.
“We run deliveries twice a day, but from
our metro stores we do six or seven daily. If
a retailer is after something urgently, they
can always come and pick a product up
directly from the depots.
“And we go to Singapore and China every
second year to the tyre shows, not only
to look at what product is out there and
learn more about what is happening in the
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market, but to meet up with our suppliers
and strengthen that bond.”
A 21-year veteran with Neta, Gary
has spent much of his career in the
tyre business -working with companies
including Tyre & Tube Australia,
Tyremaster, ACME Tyres, and Boral Tyres
- before moving to Neta. Over the years,
he has seen many changes in the industry,
and though the business has become more
competitive - and the number of brands,
sizes and types of tyres available continues
to grow - Neta, he said, was well placed to
continue to expand and get stronger.
“There was a time in this business
when you only had to worry about
eight tyre sizes,” he said with a laugh.
“Nowadays, with the amount of sizes, the
number of brands, the loads, the speed
ratings and so on, a normal tyre dealer
with a retail shop can’t possibly carry a
full range - he wouldn’t have the room
to carry everything. Neta will look to
expand and modernise, but we will focus
on the products that we have and our
role as Queensland and northern NSW
distributor.”
For fans of motorsport and the
Hyundai X3 Series, the support
of Neta and Federal Tyres
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Get Your Trade Skills Recognised
Do you have trade skills and experience but no formal qualification?
Trade Recognition
Trade Recognition is the process of having
your skills and work experience formally
assessed against industry and educational
requirements for the purpose of gaining a
formal trade qualification.
MTA Institute offers a Trade Skills
Assessment and Gap Training Program
for the following qualifications
•	
AUR30316 – Certificate III in
Automotive Electrical Technology
•	
AUR30416 – Certificate III in
Agricultural Mechanical Technology
•	
AUR30616 – Certificate III in Light
Vehicle Mechanical Technology
•	
AUR30716 - Certificate III in Outdoor
Power Equipment
•	
AUR30816 – Certificate III in
Motorcycle Mechanical Technology
•	
AUR31016 – Certificate III in
Automotive Sales (Parts Interpreting)
•	
AUR31116 – Certificate III in Heavy
Commercial Vehicle Mechanical Technology
•	
AUR31216 – Certificate III in Mobile
Plant Technology
•	
AUR32116 – Certificate III in
Automotive Body Repair Technology

•	
AUR32416 – Certificate III in
Automotive Refinishing Technology
•	
AUR32518 – Certificate III in
Automotive Underbody Technology

Eligibility
Prospective learners must meet the
following criteria for eligibility:
1.	Be an Australian citizen, a permanent
resident living in Queensland, or a
Refugee and Humanitarian Visa holder
living in Queensland.
2.	Be a skilled or experienced individual
without a trade qualification, whose
experience is such it is a reasonable
to assume two thirds of a qualification
or more could be achieved through
RPL assessment processes in a
priority trade.
3. Be 21 years or older.
4.	Express a commitment to gaining the
entire qualification.

Fees and Charges

gap training component, based on the
total nominal hours allocated to each unit
of competency requiring training to be
conducted, ie. $1.60 per nominal hour or,
if a concession is applicable, $0.64 per
nominal hour. Refer to www.mtai.edu.au
for further details.

Course Length
The course length will vary dependent
upon the gap training required for
individual learners.

Enrol
Once an application has been received
with all supporting documentation,
the MTA Institute will respond within
10 working days. Assessment can be
completed either at the MTA Institute’s
premises or at the learner’s workplace.
For more information contact one of our
friendly team members using the contact
details below.

The majority of this program is funded by
the Queensland Government. However,
mandatory fees are applicable for the

MTA Institute

Address Freeway Office Park, Building 8, 2728 Logan Road, Eight Mile Plains, Qld 4113 Postal PO Box 4530, Eight Mile Plains, Qld 4113
Tel (07) 3722 3000 Toll Free 1800 884 137 Email courses@mtai.edu.au Website www.mtai.edu.au

Search for MTA Queensland

Free guest Wifi at MTA Institute
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Federal's 595RS-R tyre is the control tyre for the Hyundai X3 Series

